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INTRODUCTION

TOOLS

Tasks of data-flow programming models like OmpSs may have different levels of
criticality within a program. For some applications, reducing duration of critical
tasks could reduce significantly their execution times.

Our main tool is gem5 [2], a full-system multiprocessor simulator. We employ the
MESI Two Levels coherence protocol from the Ruby memory model to evaluate the
NoC. With this configuration, gem5 allows for co-designing OmpSs and NoC.
We use BookSim [3], a versatile and accurate NoC model, to evaluate the QoS
configuration with synthetic traffic. And to evaluate real applications, we integrated
BookSim, within gem5, replacing the standard models which have several
limitations, like a fixed router architecture, flow control and routing algorithm.

Our goal is to improve performance of OmpSs applications reducing the miss
penalty of critical tasks trough QoS in the network on-chip (NoC) of
multiprocessors.

NETWORKS ON-CHIP (NOC)

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

NoCs are becoming more important with the increasing number of cores in modern
SoCs. Most of them have memory hierarchies with a shared level of cache, banked
along the chip to increase its bandwidth as shown in Figure 1. Memory data
travelling across the memory hierarchy move through the NoC. The most usual
NoC topologies of commercial multiprocessors are rings and meshes.
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First we evaluated the QoS configuration under random uniform synthetic traffic in
a 4x4 mesh using BookSim:
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Figure 5: Average packet latency with and without priorities. Half of the load is represented without priorities for a fair comparison
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Figure 5 shows a throughput increment of around a 185% for high priority packets,
while low priority packets reduce it in a 12% when compared to the case without
priorities.
Preliminary full-system results in this poster were obtained from a synthetic
application which has a high amount of memory instructions and a high miss rate. It
has two types of tasks executing the same code but one of them is defined as
critical, while the other not. Thus, we are able to isolate the impact of the QoS
configuration in the miss penalty easily.
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Figure 1: Typical memory hierarchy diagram of multicore processors with: M CPUs with private L1I/D caches,
N banks of shared L2 cache, L memory controllers and a DMA controller
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OmpSs follows a dataflow paradigm defined by data
dependencies. A task is a sequential unit of work that can be
executed by a thread (or core) when its data dependencies are
satisfied.
Defining tasks dependencies are suitable for managing fine grain
synchronization which is hard in complex parallel algorithms
using traditional thread programming models.

EXPLOITING CRITICALITY OF TASKS ON NOC
We define criticality as the relevance that a task has for an efficient progress of the
application. Our idea to exploit criticality from the NoC is to prioritize traffic from
critical tasks over non-critical using QoS. This way we can increase the NoC
bandwidth for critical tasks.
We assign a priority value to each memory instruction according to the criticality of
the task that each core is executing. In a first approach, we assign the priorities for
each task inside the source code, within the OmpSs’ pragmas for task definition.
These priorities are already used by the OmpSs scheduler to serve first critical ones.
Then, priorities propagate from the scheduler to the cores running tasks using
special instructions as described in [1].
NoC packets, which are the result of cache misses, inherit these priorities that are
used to assign resources and segregate traffic.
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Figure 3: VC configuration for traffic
segregation
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Figure 6.b: Average task duration

As shown in Figure 6.a, miss penalty of critical tasks is reduced in a 4%, but it is
increased for non-critical tasks in a 6%. In terms of task duration the results are
similar, a reduction of a 5% and an increment of a 3% for critical and non-critical
tasks respectively as shown in Figure 6.b. These low differences are caused by a
low level of NoC contention which is a result of low injection rates under the fullsystem simulation (lower than 0.1 flits/cycle/node). The high throughput increment
showed with synthetic traffic (Figure 5) is almost irrelevant for real applications as
the NoC operates at very low loads, where packet latencies are very similar for both
classes of traffic. Another important fact is that, as we improve performance of
critical tasks, we degrade performance of non-critical ones.
Therefore we have two important challenges to face in the future:
1. Find a configuration that stresses more the NoC to increase the margin of
improvement for critical tasks.
2. Look for applications with non-critical tasks that can tolerate a huge miss
penalty degradation without becoming the new critical path.
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Figure 6.a: Average miss penalty of tasks

Figure 2: Cholesky’s
task-dependency graph
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Figure 2 shows the task-dependency graph of a Cholesky’s
factorization. Each circle represents a task, and edges are data
dependencies between tasks. In the ideal case in which all tasks
have the same length, tasks in red are critical, as they are chained
and must be executed sequentially.

The QoS configuration we evaluated works as
follows:
 We segregate traffic in two classes of packets:
high and low priority if their priority overpass
a threshold or not. High priority packets
correspond with critical tasks, and critical
states of the OmpSs’ runtime like task creation.
Then, we divide VC resources between both
classes as shown in Figure 3.
 In addition, priority values are used during
arbitration (Virtual Channel Allocation: VA,
and Switch Allocation: SA) to favour packets
with the highest priority. Figure 4 shows the
router architecture used and remarks the
arbitration stages where packet priorities are
used.
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Figure 4: Router architecture. Arbitration
stages are represented in red.
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